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STACT'S NEW UPDATE GIVES ATHLETES
CONTROL OVER THEIR ACCOUNTS!
Athletes can now Create and Claim their profiles on STACT App!

10/17/2018 - STACT App's latest update (2.0.0) gives athletes and users the ability to create new

or claim existing accounts allowing full control over their profiles. Starting today users will be

able to update STACT App via iOS and Google Play stores then immediately start the claim

account process.

Features - Athletes will be able to customize data such as their name, gender, height, weight,

country, and place links to their social media accounts. In addition to the following data points

users can upload profile and background images.

Claim Account - STACT has over five thousand athletes in their database with results and in-

depth statistics. The existing athletes will need to claim their accounts and go through an

identification process. You can check how the creation/claiming process goes here

https://support.stactapp.com/en/article/create-and-claim-accounts

The Road Ahead - This holiday season STACT App will feature a registration system where

athletes can link a payment method and register to events with the click of a button. STACT

claims updates beyond registration will deepen the athlete experience with tailored push

notifications and performance reporting.

"Athlete's gaining ownership over their accounts is a step forward to some exciting new

features. In the future we plan on elevating this experience with registration, personalized event

notifications, and eventually performance reports." said Mike Jegat, CEO of STACT. 

"Registration will be our next focus and we are looking to push that update throughout the

holiday."

STACT App is available for free on iOS and Googe Play
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ABOUT STACT APP

From the team that created YouRiding, comes their next project Stact App. Stact is a mobile app that allows you
to find, follow and watch action sports competitions. Users can browse event schedules, information, media
content, detailed results, in-depth stats and rankings. In addition to event data, users have access to all athlete
profiles participating in these events. Athlete’s stats and rankings are automatically generated from competition
results. The data is coming from two sets of tools we provide to event organizers: an archive importer for past
events and an event management / scoring solution for live events. The scoring solution offers online registration
for athletes, a scoring platform for the judges, a video replay system, tools to generate scores and information
graphics for a live video broadcast and automatic generation of leaderboards.
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